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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {b,(z)} be the orthonormal polynomials associated with the weight 
dv(8) on the unit circle, z = eie. We wish to find a representation of the 
polynomials orthogonal with respect to a new weight, g(8) dv(B), where 
g(B) is either a non-negative trigonometric polynomial or the reciprocal of 
a positive trigonometric polynomial. We then find, up to multiplicative 
constants, the polynomials associated with the quotient of a non-negative 
trigonometric polynomial over a positive trigonometric polynomial. A 
result of L. Fejtr and F. Riesz [6, pp. 20-223 states that every non-negative 
trigonometric polynomial can be written in the form zPmGZm(z). Thus we 
consider G,,(z) such that 
z-‘“Gem = IG,,(z)l, z = ere 
with GZm(z) of precise degree 2m. 
Our first result is an extension of a formula of Christoffel and deals with 
the case when g(8) is a non-negative trigonometric polynomial. It is stated 
as Theorem 1 below. The main idea behind the proof of Theorem 1 is 
similar to that found in Szegii [ 15, pp. 29-3 1 ] of “a formula of Christoffel” 
due to Christoffel. This is to be expected, for what follows is a complex 
analogue of what happens in the real case. 
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V. B. Uvarov [16, 171 generalized this formula of Christoffel to include 
rational weights. As we shall see his inversion also has an analogue on the 
circle. In Section 3 we derive a determinant representation for the polyno- 
mials orthogonal with respect o g(0) dv(0) when g(0) is a quotient of two 
trigonometric polynomials. 
THEOREM 1. Let {4,,(z)} be the orthonormal polynomials associated with 
the distribution dv(8) on z = eie. Let GZm(z) be a polynomial of precise degree 
2m such that 
~-~Gdz)= IGdz)l, IZI = 1. 
Finally, let {tin(z)} be given by 
hn(~)$,(z) 
9w) zfj*(z) “’ 
6*(a1) aId* ... 
=a 
L 
z”-V*(z) 4(z) 4(z) “’ Zrn#(Z) 
aT’$*(al) &a,) aId ... aMa,) 
d*(d azd*(az) ‘.’ a?V*(aJ had w4d .‘. G’4(a2) 
i 
1 (1) 
&Y&J a2,1*(a2,) ‘.. 1:: I a?; G*(ch) 4(aZm) ~2mOiaZm) .. G&bJ 
where the zeros of G,,(z) are {a,, txZ, . . . . qm} and d(z) denotes d,,+,,,(z). 
For zeros of multiplicity h, h > 1, we replace the corresponding rows in the 
determinant by the derivatives of order 0, 1, 2, . . . . h - 1 of the polynomials in 
the first row, evaluated at that zero. (As usual, p,*(z) = zrj5,(z-‘), for p,(z) 
a polynomial of degree r.) 
Then {$,(z)} are orthogonal polynomials associated with the distribution 
IGZm(z)I dv(8) on the unit circle, z = eie. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 requires the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Each of the polynomials in the first row, when divided by zm, 
is orthogonal to an arbitrary polynomial of degree at most n - 1. 
LEMMA 2. The above determinant is a polynomial of precise degree 
2m+n. 
The above theorem and lemmas will be proved in Section 2. In Section 3 
we treat the case of multiplication of the weight by the reciprocal of a 
positive trigonometric polynomial; see Theorem 2. 
Let p(x) be a polynomial positive on [ - 1, l] and of precise degree m. 
Bernstein and Szego studied the class of polynomials orthogonal on 
[ - 1, 1 ] with repsect o the weight functions wl, w2, w3 , 
WI(X) = (1 -x2)-“2/P(X), w,(x)= (1 -x2)w1(x), 
ws(x)=(l -x)wr(x). 
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Explicit formulas for the orthogonal polynomials in all three cases are in 
Szegii [ 15, Sect. 2.61. The orghogonal polynomials associated with w,(x) 
played an important role in Szegii’s proof of his equiconvergence theorem 
[15, Theorem 13.1.21. Bernstein used the orthogonal polynomials in 
all three cases in connection with his asymptotic formula [15, 
Theorem 12.1.41 which describes the large n behavior of general polyno- 
mials orthogonal with respect to a weight function satisfying certain local 
conditions. 
Using the Szego mapping [15, Sect. Il.51 between polynomials 
orthogonal on the interval [ - 1, l] and polynomials orthogonal on the 
unit circle one can find explicit formulas for the orthogonal polynomials 
on the circle associated with the weights l/p(cos 6), sin2 0/p(cos f?), 
(1 - cos e)/p(cos 0). These are special cases of our Theorem 2 when 
v(e) = 8 and g(B) is an even function of 8. 
In Section 4 we state the result for the quotient of a non-negative 
trigonometric polynomial over a positive one. This result is Theorem 3. 
In Section 4 we also apply Theorem 3 to the case v(0) = 0 and record an 
explicit representation for the orthogonal polynomials associated with 
weight functions IG,,(eie)/H,,(eie)( de if e-““‘G,,(eis) is a non-negative 
trigonometric polynomial and e-“‘H,,(eie) is a positive one. We also show 
how Theorem 4 through the aforementioned explicit formulas gives the 
strong asymptotics for polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle with 
respect o quotients of trigonometric polynomials. This latter result may be 
useful in investigating the strong asymptotics of orthogonal polynomials by 
approximating their weight functions by quotients of trigonometric polyno- 
mials; see Grenander and Szego [6] and Mate, Nevai, and Totik [ 11, 121. 
In Section 5 we show how the above Theorem 1 gives an alternative way 
of deriving the explicit formula for the polynomials studied by Szego and 
generalized by Askey and Hahn. 
2. PROOFS 
This section contains proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 and Theorem 1. We 
start with Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We only have two types of polynomials in the first 
row of the determinant. We consider each separately. Let pn- ,(z) be any 
polynomial of degree at most n - 1. Then, for the polynomials z’~~+,,,(z), 
where I = 0, 1, 2, . . . . m, we have 
s = z’4n+m(z) - --k Zrn P”-l(zw@)=~* ~,+,(z)Zm-‘Pn-,(Z)dv(e)=O. --A 
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For the polynomials z’~:+~(z) we have 
zv,*+ ml(z) 
Zrn 
)/dWU’)=jn z”-‘i%i&-,(WvW 
-77 
s 
n = ~~-‘z~+~~n+rn(ll~)~,-,(z) dv(@ 
-?I 
= i “, ~,+,(z)z-“-‘p,~l(z)dvO 
= s 7T h7+m(4z”+‘iL,w4 dv(@ -n 
= s n $,+,(z)z~+‘pn*-~(z)dv(8)=0 -7[ 
for 1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Assume the coefficient of ~“‘d~+~(z) is zero; i.e., 
the determinant we get from crossing out the first row and last column of 
our original matrix is zero. Then there exist constants, not all zero, 
lo, 4, . . . . A,-, and yo, yI, . . . . Y,+~, such that the polynomial g(z) defined 
by 
g(z):=(I,+I,z+ ... +Am-lZm-l)(bn+m(z) 
+(Yo+Y,z+ ... +lJm-,f-‘M:+m(z) 
vanishes for z = x1, Q, . . . . uz,,,. This shows that g(z) has the form 
g(z) = G,,(z)p,- 1(z) for some pn- 1(z). We know that g(z) is not identi- 
cally zero as the zeros of d(z) lie in Iz( < 1 and the zeros of d*(z) lie in 
JzI > 1. From Lemma 1 we know g(z)/z” is orthogonal to any polynomial 
of degree less than n. Thus, 
= s n IP,-~(z)I~ lG2&)1 dv(4 --n 
which implies pn _ 1(z) z 0 and consequently g(z) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 2 and the form of the determinant 
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in (1) each $n(z) is a polynomial of degree n. From Lemma 1 we see that 
for any P+ dz) 
s 
R Gdz)IC/n(z) ~ 
Pn - 1 (z) dv(Q = 0; 
--n Zrn 
that is, 
r” ti,(z)~,- I(Z) IG&)I No) = 0. 
J --A 
Thus the polynomials (tin(z)} are constant multiples of the polynomials 
orthonormal with respect o 1G2,(z)1 dv(8). 
3. RATIONAL WEIGHTS 
We can combine the above Theorem 1 with a result of Szego to obtain 
a determinant representation for the polynomials orthogonal with respect 
to a positive trigonometric rational function. 
Specifically, assume gl(0) and g2(0) are positive trigonometric polyno- 
mials. From Szegij [ 15, Theorem 11.21 we get most of the polynomials 
associated with the weight (l/g,(8)) de, 
d”(Z) = z”-%*(z), for n = r, r+ 1, . . . . 
where g,(8) = lh(z)l’, z = eie, g2(f?) and h(z) both have degree r, h(z) # 0 in 
IzI < 1, and h(0) > 0. 
If we substitute these into our determinant representation, using 
g,(0) = z-“‘G~~(z) we can get a representation for the orthogonal polyno- 
mials associated with (gl(e)/gZ(0)) de. (Note that if the degree of gl(0) is 
> the degree of g2(0) then we are missing none of the orthogonal polyno- 
mials; that is, our representation is valid for $,,(z), I+~~(z), ti2(z), . ..). 
More interesting than this, V. B. Uvarov [ 16, 171 generalized the 
original theorem of Christoffel to include multiplication by rational weights 
and, in particular, division of the weight function by a positive polynomial. 
Once again we start with the FejCr-Riesz result and write 
--- 
gi, - G2Tiz)’ 
IZI = 17 
where g(8) is now a positive trigonometric polynomial and, of course, 
G,,(z) has no zeros on IzI = 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Let {+4,(z)} be the orthonormal polynomials associated with 
the distribution dv(9) on z = eie and let G,,(z) be a polynomial of precise 
degree 2m such that 
z-“‘G&) = IG,,(z)l > 0, z = eie, 
Finally, define a system of polynomials {$,(z)}, n = 2m, 2m + 1, . . . . by 
zm-‘qi*(Z) $5(z) 2((z) .” Zyb(Z) 
&to*) ‘$,w*) “’ LB,@ m-‘0*) &(O &,W) “’ -q?,(zrn4) 
IL,(z)=det .&(4*) &,(4*) ... &(z m-‘4*) -qo ~/l,(4) .” &(zrnl) 9 (2) 
Lp,(/*) q9,,(4*) “’ qB*m(Z 
where the zeros of Gam(z) are {PI, bZ, . . . . pZrn}, 4(z) denotes dnpm(z), and 
where we define 
Lc,(P) :=jx p(5) (5) dv(O), <=e”. 
-77 
For zeros of multiplicity h, h > 1, we replace the corresponding rows in the 
determinant in (2) by 
L;(P) := I;, ~(0 (& 
1 
dv(Q, [ = eie, 
k = 1, 2, . . . . h acting on the first row. 
Under the above assumptions {1+9,,(z)} are the orthonormal polynomials 
associated with the distribution (l/IG,,(z)l) dv(8) on the unit circle, z=eie, 
up to multiplicative constants, for n 2 2m. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume for the moment that the zeros of G*,,,(z) 
are pairwise distinct. 
Now, if k > 2m and pk(z) is of precise degree k 
P&I = G&b&) + r(z) 
with the degree of r(z) less than 2m. Thus define 
I-\ P/AZ) r(z) 
we have 
-_- 
qk--2m’Z’= G&z) G,,(z)’ 
where in case k < 2m we set r(z) = pk(z) and qkp *,,Jz) = 0. In either case 
qk _ 2m(~) has degree at most k - 2m. 
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Now we decompose r(z)/Gz,(z) via partial fractions, i.e., 
r(z) F Ai -= - 
&n(z) is1 z-B, ’ 
where the {A;@,)} are constants depending on pk. Assuming k<n - 1 we 
have for every 
y(z) E Span(4(z), 4*(z), z&h z4*(z), . . . . zm- V(z), zm-V*(Z), fV(z)}, 
where 4 denotes 4,-,, that 
s 7r Y(Z)Z”SkLzm(z) dv(W = 0 -n 
and thus 
s II --I Y(Z) P/c(Z) (G2m(Z) ---L dv(8) = ‘c”[mI‘= Y(Z) A ~W] i= 1 -71 
for k<n- 1. 
Hence if we let tin(z) be defined as in the above Theorem 2 we get 
k<n-1 
by linearity as under integration the first row in the determinant will be a 
linear combination of the lower rows. (If G,,(z) has multiple zeros we 
simply change the form of the partial fraction decomposition.) However, 
we still must show that tj,,(z) is of precise degree n. For that we will require 
n > 2m. Thus we are missing the first 2m polynomials in our representation. 
Assume the coefficient of zmbn-,,,(z) is zero; i.e., the determinant we get 
from crossing out the first row and last column of our matrix is zero. Then 
there exist constants 1,, A,, . . . . A,,_, and pO, pi, . . . . ,u,,- i, not all zero, such 
that if we let y(z) be defined by 
y(z):=&+II,+ ... +1,-,z”-‘)~“_,(z) 
+(po+p*z+ .*. +p,-Iz”-‘)&-&) 
we have L,,(y) = 0 for every i. 
This means 
I * Y(Z)Pk(Z) j& h(e) = 0 --II 2m z 
640/71/l-4 
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for every polynomial pk(z) of degree k <n - 1 and, in particular, for y(z) 
as well. 
Thus 
s x lY(z)12j&~~(8)=o, -77 2m z 
which implies that y(z) E 0. However, if n > 2m then y(z) cannot be identi- 
cally zero. Thus the polynomials {+(z)} are constant multiples of the 
polynomials orthonormal with respect o (l/IG,,(z)l) dv(8). 
4. GENERAL RATIONAL WEIGHTS AND APPLICATIONS 
We may combine the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 to produce the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let {d,(z)} be the orthonormal polynomials associated with 
the distribution dv(8) on the unit circle, z = eiB, and let GZm(z) and HZk(z) be 
polynomials of precise degrees 2m and 2k, respectively, such that 
~-~Gan(z) = IG,rAz)L ~-~ff,,(z) = IH,,&)l >O, IZI = 1. 
Assume the zeros of G,,(z) are {u,, CI~, .. . . c(~,,,} and the zeros of H,,(z) are 
{P,,/?2,...,P2k}. Let b(z) denote bn+mPk(~) and s=m+k. For nB2k 
define tin(z) by 
= det 
d*(z) 24*(z) ” 
$*(a, 1 a,d*(a,) .. 
(*(a21 a24*(a2) ‘. 
where we define 
zs- ‘)‘(z) Q(z) 4z) ” 
aTFV*(a,) 4(a1) a14h) .’ 
a;-‘$*(a,) WI aAa2) .’ 
G;1Aa2m) 0($2,) bd(a2,) 
Lp,(z”-‘d*) L,,(4) Ls,W) ” 
Lp*W lb*) La,(l) L&d) .’ 
LBU(Z ;-v*) L.,,(e) Ll,,izd) ‘. 
ZWZ) 
a;4(al) 
4d(a2) 
Gdia2, 
L,, (zSl) 
L&‘4) 
L,,,(z”O 
, 
1 1 
/ 
(3) 
L,(P) : = sZ p(O(t”/(t -PI) dv(O), 5 = eie. 
--II 
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For zeros of H&Z) of multiplicity h, h > 1, we replace the corresponding 
rows in the determinant by 
r = 1, 2, . . . . h acting on the first row. 
For zeros of GZm(z) of multiplicity h, h > 1, we replace the corresponding 
rows in the determinant by the derivatives of order 0, 1, 2, . . . . h - 1 of the 
polynomials in the first row, evaluated at that zero. (As usual, p,*(z) = 
z’p,.(z-‘), for p,(z) a polynomial of degree r.) 
Then {II/,,(z)} are constant multiples of the polynomials orthonormal 
with respect o IGZm(z)/HZk(z)I dv(8) on the unit circle, z=eie. 
Applications 
The case when dv(8) = d8 is fairly straightforward. For then we have 
dn(z) = z”, 4*(z) = 1, and 
I 
-2n(/?*)“-“+‘, 181 >l, n2.Y 
0, 
Lg(Zn) = 
IBl<L nas 
27c(~*)+s+r, MI <L n<s 
0, IBI > 1, n <s, 
where /?* = l/p, 181 # 1. Thus the determinants in Theorems 1, 2, and 3 
simplify greatly. 
Application 1. We may see how our version of Uvarov’s generalization 
matches with Szego’s theorem for the case where the weight to be obtained 
is (l/IH,,(z)l) df?. We obtain, for some suitable constant A,,, that 
= A,, de1 
where I/ITl > 
t 
I 
1 i 
1 /3; /I?:’ ... &+’ 0 0 
1 B; B:’ ... /I;+’ 0 0 
. . . . . . . . 
; j; p;* . . . p+ (j 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 1 p1 
0 0 0 ... 0 1 b2 
. * . . . * . . 
0 (j 0 . . . (j ; im 
and l/I,1 < 1 are the zeros of H,,(z ). 
1 z 3 . . . f--l zn y-cl Zn+2 
0 
0 
0 
a: 
a: 
2 n+m - 
0 
0 
0 
PY 
P? 
D”, _ 
Using Laplace’s 
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Theorem we may express the determinant as a product of Vandermonde 
determinants and thus get 
tirt+,(Z)=wn fi (z-Pi) 
i= I 
for some suitable constant c,. 
Application 2. Next we consider the rational trigonometric weight 
IGZm(z)/HZk(z)I de. Moreover, assume the zeros of GZm(z) and those of 
HZk(z) are pairwise distinct. Let {ai, CI~, . .. . cr,} be the zeros of G,,(z) in 
/zI < 1 and (ET, cr:, . . . . a;} its zeros in IzI > 1. Let (8,) b2, . . . . bk} be the 
zeros of Hak(z) in JzI < 1 and {a:, b:, . . . . bz} its zeros in IzI > 1. Finally, 
let s=m+ k, r=n +m -k, and assume na2k. In this case Theorem 3 
gives, for a suitable constant A,, that 
= I, det 
1 z z2 
1 al* a:’ 
1 az* a:’ 
:. : . . 
1 a; a:’ 
1 a, a: 
1 a2 4 . . . . . . 
1 a, ai 
1 B: Pi+’ 
1 B: Iv’ 
. . . . 
i /i; fly 
00 0 
00 0 
. . 
00 0 
zSpl zr Zr+l 
*s-1 
. a1 
*, *r+1 
a1 aI 
*s-1 
. a2 
*r *r+l 
a2 a2 
. a*s-l 
m 
a*r a*r+l 
m m 
3-l 
. a1 
r+l 
a; a1 
s-1 
. a2 
,+I 
a; a2 
. a S-1 a; a;+’ 
. p+ 0 0 
. j3y1 0 0 
. @l 6 (j 
0 1 Pl 
0 1 P2 
0 i p, 
Z r+2 . . . Zr+* 
*,+I 
a1 
. . . *r+. 
a1 
*r+2 
a2 
*r+. . . . 
a2 
a*,+’ . . . 
m 
a*r+. 
m 
,f2 
a1 
r+s . . . 
a1 
r+2 
a2 
r+.T . . . 
a2 
r+2 
am 
*+s . . . 
aIrI 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . Ij 
B: ... B", 
p: ... 8; 
/j: . . . /j"k 
Now we will be more precise and make both sides of the last equation 
manic. Let Y”(z) denote the corresponding manic orthogonal polynomials 
and set 
c=(-1)” fi ai* 
i=l 
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so that cG,,(z) will be manic as well. Finally, we manipulate the deter- 
minant and write 
cG&) ul,(z) = 
det(A,(z)) 
det(B,) ’ 
where 
An(z) = ; ‘* ;2 
(&*)’ (ap;:’ ,&f;r-2 
. /q-l 6 b (j . . . iJ 
. (C(,)r--s+l 1 M: ~1*’ . . aFs 
(ii2y (ciz)‘- l (E2)r--2 . (&2)r--S+1 1 af E!’ . . a:s 
. . 
(@,)’ & (&2 . (oi,)l-“+~ ; @i a,2 . . . a;s 
0 0 0 0 1 Bl s: ... 8; 
0 0 0 0 1 P2 B: ... Pi 
. . 
. * 
0 0 0 
. 
1 Z Z2 . z s-1 Zr Zr+l Zr+2 ... Zr+s 
1 a1 2 El 
s-l 
a1 
a; ,;+l M;+~ . . . .a;+’ 
1 a2 4 
s-l 
. a2 a; ai-’ a2 r+2 ,,. 
r+s 
a2 
. . 
. . 
; . ; 
. . 
;; ;;2 
s-l a; ak+l aLi . . . a;+’ 
1 . ;;-1 0 0 0 . . . 0 
1 /e B:’ . /g-’ 0 0 0 . . . 0 
. . 
. . 
and B, is the matrix we get by deleting the first row and last column from 
4,. 
At this point we note that as n + co we have r + cc and thus aj+j + 0 
for fixed i and j. Of course (&)‘+j -+ 0 as well. 
In fact, det B, approaches ( - 1) ‘+ ‘) time a product of Vandermonde 
determinants and we find 
lim det B, = [(a,, az, . . . . a,,,, /3:, p:, . . . . bz) 
n-m 
x 5(aF, a?, . . . . ak B,, P2, .-., Bk), 
where 5 is the difference product, or a Vandermonde determinant defined 
as usual by 
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Now let Or’(z) denote the matrix we get from replacing the first row of 
4,(z) by 
(0 0 0 ... 0 1 z z2 ... zq 
and let D?)(z) denote the matrix we get from replacing the first (j+ 1) 
rows of ,4,,(z) by 
i 0 1  . UjPl a1 20 z . c& Lx1a; 22 0i .” .. .  ..y’00  . Lx-’ la;;; 0 . 0 b . 1 CX, 0 b .
0 
0 
0 
0 
a; 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 
I 
b 
. . . cjf 
J 
SO that by repeatedly decomposing det(A,(z)) we may write 
det A,(z) = z’ det Or’(z) + a; det D?)(z) 
+ cc; det @j(z) + ... + CC; det D:)(z). 
The sum stops at m because the remaining determinants vanish by 
Laplace’s theorem. This decomposition means that 
+Ll ;+y,$yZ) + . . . + ct”,‘“-“p;‘(Z), (4) 
where pj”‘(z) = det Di“)(z)/det B,. 
This is a nice form for Y’,(z) as lim, _ m D?)(z) can easily be evaluated 
in exactly the same manner we evaluated lim, _ o. B,. Hence, letting 
0 = s(s + 1 ), 
lim pg’(z) 
“-+CO 
i=l j=l 
ForhBl wefind 
(5) 
lim pr’(z)J-lY+h &,%,@2 ,..., ah-l, ah+l, . . . . LB:,B2*, ..-9 m 
n-m (-lY-’ ((a,, a,, a2, . . . . ahpI, ah+l, . . . . a,, B?, LV, . . ..Pk*) 
x <(ah, ai+, a?, . . . . ai, P1, P2, . . . . Pk) 
<(a:, a?, . . . . C, B1, P2, . . . . PA ’ 
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Thus 
(6) 
Actually, this last equation is no accident. Let Ey’ r (z) denote the matrix 
we get from replacing the first row of A,(z) by 
(1 z z2 ... zSP1 0 0 0 ... 0) 
Write Eq. (4) in the form 
cG2&) ul,(z) = z “+“-kpb”‘(z)+q~~,(z), 
where pg’(z) is as before but q?J 1(z) = det Ey ,/det B,. 
Note that qy’ r(z) is a polynomial of degree s = m + k - 1 and, 
furthermore, 
ql”l,(&+q=O, i = 1, 2, . . . . k 
q~~“ll(aj)= -ay+mpkpr)(a.) 
J ’ j = 1, 2, . . . . m. 
These equations, m + k in number, fix qr? r(z) by uniqueness of inter- 
polation. Hence even before taking limits we must have 
Equations (4), (5), and (6) determine the limiting behavior of the 
polynomials { Yn(z)} inside and outside the unit circle. For example, if 
I4 > max{alI, la21, .. . . Ia,l} it is clear from Eqs. (4) and (5) that 
cG2,(z)Yn(n)wz”+“-k jJ, (z-a*) ii tz-Pj) 
j= 1 
and thus for such z 
Yn(Z)zZn+m-k j$, tz-B,)i’fi (Z-C%). 
i= 1 
For z on or the exterior to the unit circle these results are well known 
in terms of the Szego function; see Grenander and Szego [6, pp. S&55]. 
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The interesting case is when IzI < 1. However, it is clear that if 1~1~1 is the 
unique maximum from { 121, 1~1~1, IIQI, . . . . ILX,~ >, assuming such a unique 
maximum exists, then (4) and (6) give 
lim G,(z) ul,(z) 
n+m-k n--r00 ‘h 
=(-l)hfi’(<) jj+l (%I$, (3) 
i=l ah , 
X,l!j (ah-a?) i tah-&). 
j=l 
Thus 
for ah such that l%l >max{lzl, b,l, la21, . . . . bh--ll, bh+ll, . . . . b,l}. 
When there is no unique maximum from (1~1, [a,[, la,l, . . . . la,,,/}, 
Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) yield similar, but more complicated, behavior. The 
case when the zeros of GZm(z) are not pairwise distinct is currently being 
investigated. 
5. THE POLYNOMIALS OF ASKEY, HAHN, AND SZEG~ 
Askey [2, pp. 806-8111 used the Ramanujun , I+Q~ sum to prove that the 
polynomials 
s;(Z) = -f @q2; q2)kta; d-k (zqp’)k 
kc,, (q2; q2)k(q2; q2),-k 
satisfy the orthogonality relation 
12x 50 s 3We) 8 We 1 (4eie;q2L taqei8; 2)oo 2do 
q-2”(a2q2; q2)&q2; q2)2, 
= (q2; q2M2; q2)da2q2; q2L 6mJzy 
assuming - 1~ q c 1 and defining in the standard way 
(cq),=L (cqL= ii (l-q-‘), n = 1, 2, . . . or n = co. 
j=l 
(7) 
(8) 
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These polynomials were considered earlier by Hahn [7], see p. 811 in 
[2], and before that Szego [ 143 considered the case when a = 0. 
We can prove the orthogonality of the polynomials (7) using Theorem 1 
and the same idea behind Ismail’s [8] proof of the ,$,-summation. 
Namely, choose appropriate values for the parameter a, and then use 
analytic continuation. 
When a = q2”‘, m = 1, 2, . . . . the weight function reduces to 
w(e) = (4z; 42)m(4z-1; 92L, z = p, (9) 
so the zeros of w(0) are {q-(2m-1), q--(2m-3), . . . . q-‘, ql, . . . . qc2m-3), q(2m-1)}. 
All of the zeros are simple: half of them lie inside the unit circle and the 
other half lie outside. 
Applying Theorem 1 with dv = de, dn(z) = zn, d,*(z) = 1 we find that 
det 
1 z 
1 4 
1 q3 
1 P-’ 
1 q-1 
1 q-3 
1 4- 
(2rn--1) 
Z 
m-1 
4 It-1 
4 3(m- 1) 
Z 
n+m 
4 ll+?H 
9 
3(n+m) 
4 (Zm-i)(m-1) 9 (2mp;)(n+m) 
4 -(m- 1) 
4 
-(n+m) 
4 -3(m-1) 
4 
-3(n+m) 
4 -(2m-l)(m-1) 4 -(2m- l)(n +m) 
Z 
n+2m . . 
4 
n+2m . . 
. . 
4 
3(n + 2m) 
. . 4 (2m - I)(n + 2m) 
. . 
4 
~n+2m) 
. . 
4 
-3(n+Zm) 
. . 4 - (2m - l)(n + 2m) 
where t(z) denotes the Vandermonde determinant, or difference product, 
on {z, q, q-l, . . . . qc2”- l), qpc2”-1)}, and 1, is a suitable constant. 
Now, let hk denote the complete symmetric function of degree k on 
(z, q, q-l, ..,, q(2m-y q-@+‘) }, and let sk denote the complete symmetric 
function on (q, q-l, . . . . q(2”- ‘), qp(2m-1)}. We set h, = s0 = 1 and 
h-,=s-,=O for k>O. 
Note that 
h,=zh k-1 +sk (11) 
for all integers k. 
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From Muir [ 13 
det 
Thus 
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we see that 
h -,,I h-i+* 
h h-m+, 
h -::, he, 
h:, h-in+, 
h m-1 h ??+??I h n+m+l . 
h m-2 hn+m-, h+m . 
i h’, , h,‘+r ’ 
h.., h, hn+, . 
h-2 h,-, h, . 
h -,-, h,_, h,-,+, . 
h n+2m 
h n+2m--1 
h n+m+l 
h ??+m 
h n+m-1 
hn 
i 
h, hn+i hn+z ... hn+m 
h h n+l ... 
t+bn(z)=Andet n-l ! : 
h 
h ,,:, h,-,+, hn-:+z ... 
and using (11) repeatedly we get 
hn S,+I s,+2 ‘.. 
h Sn+l ... 
t,b,(z)=A,det RIP1 “:’ : 
i 
s 
(12) 
h ’ s,-,+, s,-,+~ ... n-m 
Now let 
Ak = det 
/ sn-k s~+I sn+2 
. . . S n+tPl 
. . s n+m- I 
2 
. . . s, :1 
and 
/ k-k Sn+l S n+2 . . 
hn- (k+ 1) 
B,=det : 
I . 
sn Sn+I . . . s 
\L (k+m) sn-m+ 1 sn-cl+2 ... 
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We have 1+9,/&, = B0 but moreover, from (11) we know that Bk = 
ZB k + I + A, and that B, = 0 if k > n. Therefore, 
*n(z) 
The problem now is to evaluate Ak in general. We have 2m zeros in our 
weight function but A, is only a (m + 1) by (m + 1) determinant. We “fill 
out” Ak and use Muir [13] in reverse. 
That is, 
A, = det 
and hence 
gA,=det (13) 
where t denotes the Vandermonde determinant on {q, q-‘, . . . . q(2m- ‘), 
4 -Pm- I)}, and 
rOW2h-l = ~1, q2h-l, ,,,, q(2h4Km-2), qW--I)(n-k+m-l), qWM’+‘4, 
4 (2h-l)(n+m+l) 4 
(Zh-l)(n+2m-2) 
, ‘.., 94 
(Zhbl)(n+Zm-l)] 
rowZh= [l, q1-2h, . . . . q (I-2h)(m-2), q(l-2h)(n--k+m4) 34 (l-Zh)(n+m) 9 
4 
(I-2h)(n+m+l) 
> ***> 4 
(l-2h)(n+2m-2), q(l-2h)(n+2m-11) I. 
Here is where the spacing of the zeros comes into play, for the determi- 
nant in (13) is actually a power of q times a Vandermonde determinant. 
That is, if we set 
r=-(2m-l)[O+l+ ... +(m-2)+(n-k+m-1) 
+(n+m)+(n+m+l)+ ... +(n+2m-l)], 
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then 
r(l, 42, 44, . . . . q2(m-2), q2(n-k+m-l), 
4 
2(n+m) 
94 
2(n + m + I ) 2(n+2m-1) 
A,=q’ 3 **., 
((4, q-1, q3, q-3, . ..) qzmpT, q’-ly 
1  
. 
As the Christoffel theorem(s) only give the polynomials up to constant 
multiple factors, we are interested in the ratios of coefftcients more than 
in the coefficients themselves. Here in the coefficient ratio we have a 
tremendous amount of cancellation. More precisely, we find after some 
computation that 
A k+l -1 (1-q 
-=q (l-q 
W-k))(l -q2W+m+U) 
Ak 
2(n-kkm-l))(l -q2(k’-1))’ 
However, this is easily seen to be 
A k+l 
x=91 
-1 
([ 
(q2; q2)n-k 
(q2; q2)n-k-l I[ (q2?t2; q2)k + 1 (q2”q2; q2)k 
and thus 
A k+l 
A,=q 
-, (aq2;q2)k+l(u;q2)n-(k+l) 
( 
taq2; q2)kta; h-k 
(q2;q2)k+1(q2;q2)n-(k+l) (q2; q2)k(q2; q2)n-k > ’ 
where a = q2”. 
At this point we know the St(z) for this choice of a are orthogonal on 
the unit circle. However, we still need the right hand side of Eq. (8). If we 
consider the manic polynomials 
then from Geronimus [4] we have 
‘= @,(z)@,(z)w(e) de = CC! i (1 - i@k(0)i2), 
k=l 
(14) 
but 
@#)+= @;q2)k k (1 -a) 
k (aq’; q2)k ’ = (1 - aq=) qk’ 
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SO 
(l- I@k(o)12)= 
[ 
1 +&gkqk][ I--&gqk] 
[ 
(1 +qk)(l-aqk) (1-qk)(l +aqk) = 
(1 -aqZk) I[ (1 -aqZk) 1 
= (1 - q’k)( 1 - u2qZk) 
(1 -uq2k)2 
Substituting these into (14) we have 
12” - s @,(z)@,(z)w(B) dtI = co (q2; q2Ma2q2; q2)” Go (w2; q2E (15) 
which, multiplying through by 
gives 
[ 
(aq2;q2)n 
(q2; q2)n q 
e-n 2 1 
12” 
s 
2” (a2q2; q2)n 
z&l 
S;(eze)~w(e) d0 = cog- (q2; q2)n . (16) 
Comparing Eqs. (8) and (16) we must have (if a= q2”) 
h2; q2E 
co = (q2; q2), (a2q2; q2Lo’ 
This is cheating. After all, we are trying to derive (8) a different way. In 
fact, we can, for the spacing of the zeros of w(O) allows us to compute all 
of the moments, including cO, directly. We write 
w(e) = z-y - 1)“qm2 det 
r 
‘1 z Z2 
1 4 q2 
1 q-1 q-2 
1 q2m-1 q2(2m-l) 
1 
4 
(1-2m) 
4 
2(1-2m) 
Z2m 
9 
2m 
4 
-2m 
. 4 (2m)(2m - 1) 
. 4 
(2m)(lp2m) 
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where l denotes the Vandermonde determinant, or difference product, on 
(q, q-l, . . . . q(2mp l), qpc2”-‘)). Therefore 
where 
We get 
C,-m= 
q”‘( - I)” +n det 
4: 
row 2h- 1 = [l, q2h-1, ,.,) qw--lJ(J~-‘), 
9 (2h--lKn+l) 34 
(2h-l)(flf2) , . . . . q (2h - I )(2rn) 1 
row 2h= [I, q’-2h, ..., q(l-*W+l), 
4 Cl-Zh)(n+l) (I-2h)(n+2) >4 , ‘.., q (I-2h)(2rn) I. 
c n-m=4 
m*+(,-2m)(2m~l)(_l)m+n 
x 5( 1, q2, q4, ...) q2’“- l), q++ ‘1, q2cn+ *),...) 44”) 
81, q2, q4, ...> q4”-2) 
= m~+~n-2m)~2m-l)(~~)m-l 4 
x (( 1, q2, q4, ...) q*+ I), q*@+ ‘), q*(n+*), . ..)q+-2, 44”) 
lf( 1, q2, q4, ...) q+ - l), q2’” + l), q2cn + *I, . ..) qdm - 2, q2”) 
= 4 m*+(n-2m)(2m-l)(_~)m-l :‘:l~~~:~~~~~.‘.~~~~~~~~~~)~ . . . 
= 
4 
(n-m)*(- l)n-m (‘-~4~):1,~~,:lr;.(1 -Y4”p2n+2). 
)...(l-42) 
Thus 
Ck = qk2( - 1)” (1-q 
2m--2k+2)(1 -q2m-2k+4)...(l uq4m) 
(l-q2)(1-q‘y..(1-q*m+*k) 
kq ( 
2m+2-2k; q2),/(q4”+‘; q2), 
=qk2(-‘) (q2;q2)m/(q2m+2k+2;q2)m 
= qk2( - 1)” (aq2-2k; q*)&q2+2k; q2), 
(q2; q2)m(a2q2; L . 
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In particular, 
bq2; q2)2, co = (q2; q2L (a2q2; q2Lc 
for a = q2” and we conclude that (8) is precisely true for these a and, by 
analytic continuation, for all a with u2q2 < 1. Moreover, 
2 = q@( - 1 )k (aq2-2k; q2)m(q2+2k; q2L = (a-‘; 4*)k 
(aq2; S’E (uq2; q2)k (uq)k 
implies 
f (a- ‘; q*)k 
-r,, t”q2; q2)k 
(uqeje)k= (qeie; q2)rn(qe-‘? q2h(q2i q2)m(u2q2; q2b 
(uqe”; q2)m(uqe-ie; q2)m(uq2; q*)2, f (17) 
This instance of the r$i-sum was the basic ingredient in Askey’s proof of 
the orthogonality relation for the polyomials {S:(z)}. Our approach gives 
(17) as a by-product. 
Note that one can also evaluate co in (16) by setting m = n = 0 in (16) 
and expand the weight function using the q-binomial theorem. 
6. REMARKS 
Alfaro and Marcellan [l] considered the case when a weight dv(8) on 
the unit circle is to be multiplied by ]z--fl12, z = eie. Later, Godoy and 
Marcellan [S] obtained a different version of our Theorem 1. Their 
version, however, is a determinantal expression involving both the on’s and 
their kernel polynomials. We believe that our determinantal representation 
is much more convenient. Neither [l] nor [S] contain any application 
requiring the full use of the general determinant representation. 
The expression (10) is curious because it provides a representation for a 
multiple of S;(z) as a polynomial in the two variables z and q. As 
orthogonal polynomials the dependence on z is important but in many 
combinatorial problems an expression of the polynomials under considera- 
tion in z (or x on the line) and q is very useful. See Viennot [lS] and 
Ismail, Stanton, and Viennot [9]. 
The work [3] surveys mostly papers characterizing Appell and q-Appell 
polynomials on the unit circle. Kholodov [lo] solved the more general 
case of characterizing Sheffer sequences which are also orthogonal on the 
unit circle. 
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